Correlation between pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics and efficacy of antibacterial agents in animal models.
On the basis of a review of published literature it is demonstrated that pharmacokinetic parameters of antibacterial agents correlate well with therapeutic efficacy in animal models, provided pharmacodynamic parameters are taken into account. The time that serum levels exceed the MIC is the most significant parameter determining efficacy of beta-lactams, whereas the efficacy of aminoglycosides is dependent on serum concentrations and the area under the curve. The efficacy of quinolones tends to be correlated to the doses administered or drug levels achieved. However, specific pharmacodynamic properties contribute significantly to the therapeutic efficacy of a few quinolones only whereas other quinolones lack these specific pharmacodynamic attributes. Thus, the correlation of pharmacokinetic parameters with therapeutic efficacy provides important basic concepts for the design of preclinical and clinical studies in the course of which additional pharmacodynamic properties will become apparent.